Cutaneous responsiveness of lumbar spinal dorsal horn neurons is reduced by general anesthesia, an effect dependent in part on GABAA mechanisms.
Extracellular activity was recorded from single spinal dorsal horn neurons in both chronic cat and acute rat models. This was done to define the effects of anesthesia on the processing of sensory information elicited by nonnoxious tactile stimulation of peripheral receptive fields (RFs). In the chronic cat model, baseline data were obtained in physiologically intact, awake, drug-free animals before anesthetic administration (halothane 1.0-2.0%). This made it possible to compare and contrast activity of each cell in the drug-free and anesthetized state. Halothane effects were confirmed in the acute rat model (anesthetized, spinally transected, and in some cases decerebrate). In addition, the gamma-aminobutyic acid-A (GABAA)-receptor antagonist picrotoxin (2 mg/kg) was administered intravenously to verify that the observed halothane effect on spinal dorsal horn neurons was mediated by an interaction with GABAA-receptor systems. Halothane effects on three separate measures of response to nonnoxious tactile stimuli were observed in the chronic cat model. Halothane produced a significant, dose-dependent reduction in the low-threshold RF area of the neurons studied. Halothane also caused a significant reduction in neuronal response to RF brushing (dynamic stimulus) and to maintained contact with the RF (static stimulus). A dose dependency was not observed with these latter two effects. Neurons with a predominant rapidly adapting response seemed to be less susceptible to halothane suppression than slowly adapting cells. In the acute rat model an increase in halothane caused a reduction in neuronal response similar to that seen in the cat. The intravenous administration of 2 mg/kg of picrotoxin by itself caused no significant change in RF size or response to brushing. However, the same amount of picrotoxin did cause a 50% reversal of the halothane-induced reduction in RF size without causing a significant change in the halothane effect on response to RF brushing. In contrast to work recently reported in a chronic sheep model, halothane causes a significant reduction in spinal dorsal horn neuronal response to tactile stimulation of peripheral RFs. This effect is caused by, in part, but not exclusively, to GABAA-neurotransmitter systems. However, the relative influence of GABAA systems may vary with the nature of the stimulus.